EXERCISES	211
chapter X
 64.	In what -ways does the L.C.C. differ organically from other local
authorities?
 65.	An accident occurs on London Bridge—how many different local
authorities might be involved?
 66.	In what respects may (a) education and (£) health services be expected
to benefit from the size of the L.C.C.?
 67.	Give arguments for and against the present constitution of the
Metropolitan Police.
chapter XI
 68.	Trace the growth of the demand for the higher education of women
in its relation to the franchise movement.
 69.	Women have never played a prominent part in trade unionism: does
this suggest some reasons for the dearth of women M.P.'s?
 70.	Is the presence of women on juries likely to produce on an average
better verdicts?
 71.	On which committees of a local council would you expect women
members to have most influence?
chapter XII
 72.	Compare the circumstances in which the Acts of Union with Scotland
and Ireland were passed: what light do they shed on the respective sequels?
 73.	Make a list of the differences between the Irish Free State Constitution
of 1937 and the Constitution of Canada, on which it was originally modelled.
 74.	Distinguish the federal elements in the Dominion Constitutions.
 75.	Illustrate from the case of New Zealand the political significance of
'Fmpire trade.
£6. Is there any "right of secession" in the British Commonwealth?
|j77- Give some account of the provisions of the Government of India
/Jet, 1935. t
*7t^**India for the Indians"—is there any answer to this claim?
 79.	WJbat advantages does Great Britain derive from the possession of
tropical colonies?
 80.	Enumerate the different forms  of government,  established under
British rule, which would be met with on a journey from Cairo to Capetown.
 81.	What do you understand by trusteeship in relation to the government
of backward peoples?
chapter. XIII
 82.	Compare the main provisions of the League Covenant and the United
Nations Charter.
 83.	Account for the early successes and ultimate failure of the League of
Nations.
 84.	Describe the main activities of the I.L.O.

